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ABSTRACT. To take on the current and future challenges of global environmental change, fostering a widespread societal understanding
of and engagement with the complex dynamics that characterize interacting human and natural systems is essential. Current science
communication methods struggle with a number of specific challenges associated with communicating about complex systems. In this
study we report on two collaborative processes, a short workshop and longer course, that aimed to harness the insights of interactive
media designers and artists to overcome these challenges. The two processes resulted in 86 new interactive media concepts which were
selected by the participants and organizers using set criteria and then evaluated using the same criteria by a panel of communication
and media design experts and a panel of complex systems scientists using the same criteria. The top eight concepts are discussed in
this paper. These concepts fell into the categories of serious games, group interaction concepts, and social media storytelling. The
serious games focused directly on complex systems characteristics and were evaluated to be intuitive and engaging designs that combined
transparency and complexity well. The group interaction concepts focused mostly on feedbacks and nonlinearity but were fully developed
and tested in the workshops, and evaluated as engaging, accessible, and easy to implement in workshops and educational settings. The
social media storytelling concepts involved less direct interactions with system dynamics but were seen as highly accessible to large
scale audiences. The results of this study show the potential of interdisciplinary collaboration between complex systems scientists,
designers, and artists. The results and process discussed in this paper show the value of more structural engagement of interactive
media designers and artist communities in the development of communication tools about human and natural systems change.
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INTRODUCTION
Accelerating, interconnected changes in all dimensions of life on
earth, environmental, cultural, technological, economic, and
political, have led to a world of deep complexity facing an
uncertain future (Gallopín 2002). The consequences of ignorance
of this reality and the lack of willingness and ability to deal with
the challenges of global change are far-reaching environmental
degradation and growing threats to human well-being
(Millennium Ecosystems Assessment 2005). 
New scientific paradigms identified under the umbrella of
“complex systems science” have been developed to gain a more
comprehensive understanding of the structures and dynamics of
human and natural systems (Levin 1999). Complex systems
science recognizes that traditional mono-disciplinary knowledge
development fails to generate the types of understanding needed
to govern the interactions of these systems (Holling and
Gunderson 2002). Instead, social and environmental systems
should be understood as interconnected “social-ecological
systems” (Folke 2006).  
Complex systems science has proven to be an effective way to
organize and clarify information on systems across scales and
disciplines (Jacobson and Wilensky 2006, van Bilsen et al. 2010).
However, research in education science has shown that many of
the basic principles at work in complex systems are
counterintuitive. For those not deeply familiar with its concepts,
a radical shift in perspective is required for the development of
complex systems thinking (Jacobson and Wilensky 2006).
Furthermore, developing a shared understanding is not enough
to create the impetus for change in the face of future challenges.
Actors across the societal spectrum must be engaged with global
environmental change and willing to take concerted action to
effect structural change (Vervoort et al. 2012a). 
The challenge of communicating about complexity in social-
ecological systems is exacerbated by the influence of simplistic
dominant societal images, mental models, and discourses about
environmental governance and sustainable development, such as
“the equilibrium of nature” and narratives of endless economic
growth and total controllability of natural systems (Richards
2001, Ravetz 2006, Beers et al. 2010).  
Interactive media offer ways to overcome the limitations of
societal communications on social-ecological change, showing
potential for the facilitation of analytic understanding of complex
systems (Andrienko and Andrienko 2007, Thomas and Cook
2005) as well as for the generation of affective engagement (Al-
Kodmany 2002, Sheppard 2005, Freeman 2010, Vervoort et al.
2012a). These new media also offer ways to make communication
about social-ecological complexity more accessible. Serious
games, or games produced for learning purposes, form a
prominent example, but there are many other virtual and physical
approaches (Gooding 2008, Vervoort et al. 2010). In fact, there
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are social and geographical limitations to who can use digital
interactive media as well, particularly in developing world
contexts (Fuchs and Horak 2008, Brännström 2012). 
More generally, current science communication tools and
methods meet with a number of challenges when aiming to
communicate about social-ecological complexity. In the research
presented in this paper our purpose was to step outside the science
communication niche and harness the potential of a wider field
of interactive media for communication on complexity in social-
ecological systems. To this end, we have organized two
collaborations, a workshop and a course, where we brought
together complex systems researchers and interactive media
designers and artists to develop a range of communication
concepts.
The challenges of communicating about social-ecological systems
change
Communication about the nature of social-ecological systems
change brings up a number of challenges from the perspective of
complex systems science. We will refer to these as the “complexity
challenges”: 
. People with no special background in complex systems
thinking generally do not appear to consider feedbacks,
nonlinear dynamics, and interacting processes at multiple
levels (Dörner 1996, Wilensky and Resnick 1999, Sweeney
and Sterman 2007, Folke et al. 2010, Vervoort et al. 2012b). 
. Feedbacks, nonlinear dynamics, and cross-scale interactions
result in a deep uncertainty in complex systems that is
difficult to grasp (van der Sluijs 2005). 
. Insight into complex systems emphasizes the need to both
express and experience different perspectives of actors in
those systems, a possibility that is underdeveloped in current
communication tools (Gibbons et al. 1994, Kok and
Veldkamp 2011). 
. Communications about social-ecological systems change
should aim to facilitate the development of strategic
knowledge of how to operate in a complex, dynamic
environment (Hmelo-Silver and Azevedo 2006). This type
of experience is rarely aimed for in science communication
(Bishop 2011). 
A particular difficulty for science communication is that the above
prerequisites for the understanding of systems change are at odds
with basic design criteria from interaction design that are crucial
for any effective communication (Resnick and Wilensky 1998,
Cartwright 1999, Law and Van Schaik 2010). We will refer to these
as the “design challenges”:  
. Most science communication tools fail to be engaging
enough to draw in users and make them care about the
content (Norman 2002, Sheppard 2005, Law and Van
Schaik 2010, van Lammeren et al. 2010). 
. Accessibility is crucial for any communication tool or method.
If  it is not accessible, few people will be able to use it
(Cartwright 1999). 
. Capturing the complexity of social-ecological systems can be
at odds with cognitive clarity and transparency (Hmelo-Silver
and Azevedo 2006). 
. Communicating through intuitive designs is crucial, even
more so because complex systems are characterized as
exhibiting counterintuitive behaviors (Thomas and Cook
2005) 
Because the collaboration between complex systems scientists,
interactive media designers, and artists is largely uncharted
territory with unmapped potential, we have deliberately not focused
on the development of a single tool. Instead, we aimed to capture
a wide range of perspectives on complexity communication. The
collaborative processes in this paper provided many diverse
responses to the challenges listed above.
Objectives
This paper focuses on the following question: How can interactive
media designers and artists help science communicators to create
communication concepts that take on the challenges of
communicating about social-ecological systems change?  
To address this question, we use the following objectives: (1)
Evaluate a range of communication concepts resulting from the
collaborative processes on their ability to deal with communication
challenges associated with social-ecological systems; (2) Review the
processes (workshop, course) themselves and draw conclusions on
how collaborations between complex systems scientists and
multimedia designers and artists can be set up effectively.
METHODS
Collaborative design processes and participants
We organized two collaborative processes with multimedia design
and art education institutes in the Netherlands, in different formats.
The first was a combined course, taking six weeks, for MSc students
of the ArtScience program at the Royal Academy for Visual Arts,
and students in the MSc program MediaTechnology at Leiden
University. Twenty-nine students enrolled. This group was made
up of students at the MSc level and consisted of a number of
nationalities. Both the ArtScience and MediaTechnology MSc
programs focus on a combination of arts, design, and science. With
ArtScience, the scientific element serves as inspiration and the
emphasis is on the artistic. Conversely, in the MediaTechnology
master, the emphasis is on scientific research. Another, single-
session workshop taking one afternoon was organized at the
Utrecht Arts Academy. Eighty students attended that workshop, a
mixture of BSc and MSc students from a wide range of art, design,
and multimedia backgrounds. These two different processes helped
us to examine how much could be achieved in a short engagement
between the complex systems science and art/design disciplines, and
what a longer collaborative process with participants who were
already introduced to art/science interfaces would yield in
comparison.
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Process structure
In both the course and the workshop, we gave an opening
presentation that introduced complexity in social-ecological
systems in a step-wise fashion, discussing complexity in
biophysical systems and in human systems. Subsequently we
introduced ways in which human and biophysical systems are
fundamentally connected (Westley et al. 2002). Following this, we
discussed the meaning of this complexity in terms of
environmental management and governance and the individual
positions of societal actors, considering the present world and the
future. We presented the challenges in communicating about
social-ecological systems change discussed in this paper, but
avoided examples of science communication.  
We then set the following, deliberately open-ended, challenge for
the students: Create a design that allows for the communication
of complexity in interconnected natural and human systems.
Design your concept so it does not just convey analytic
understanding but provides an experiential sense of this
complexity and what it means. 
Students were given 30 minutes to come up with a first concept.
Then, all students were asked to discuss and evaluate their own
concepts and those of others in one-on-one speed-dating sessions,
using a 10-point rating system (0 = extremely bad to 10 =
extremely good) reflecting how well their or others’ concepts dealt
with a number of criteria based on the design and communication
challenges. Because of the widely different characters of the
design concepts, detailed comparisons would be nonsensical, so
the following basic design criteria were used, inspired by
interaction design research (Pitt and Nassauer 1992, Norman
2002, Carpendale 2008, van Lammeren et al. 2010, Van Schaik
2010):  
1. The concept is accessible. 
2. The concept has the power to engage users. 
3. The concept conveys the right amount of information. 
4. The concept is transparent while capturing complexity. 
5. The concept is clear. 
6. The concept is designed to be intuitive. 
Criteria 3 to 5 were designed to provide different perspectives on
the transfer of information. 
The Utrecht Arts Academy workshop ended after this first round
of concepts and evaluation. The ArtScience/Media Technology
course, however, was extended over five remaining weeks through
three days of design work per week, an interim workshop to
discuss students’ progress, and a final symposium where students’
ideas were presented.
Evaluation of concepts: the roles of participants, organizers, and
expert panels
The workshop and course together resulted in a total of 86
concepts, in different stages of development; the ArtScience/
MediaTechnology concepts were more developed because of the
longer time allotted to them. Most concepts were not in a
sufficient state of development that they could be tested on users.
Instead, we chose to ask two independent panels of experts, one
panel of four multimedia and communication experts (the “media
panel”), and one panel of four complex systems scientists (the
“science panel”), to judge a selection of concepts.  
To limit the amount of time needed for these evaluations, the
workshop organizers made a first selection of these concepts,
bringing them down to the top 12 concepts best able to deal with
the complexity as well as the design challenges. For this, a first
selection of 51 concepts was based on a critical review of the
participants’ numeric evaluation of preliminary versions of their
own concepts and those of their fellow participants. The choice
was made to focus on concepts that dealt well with as many
challenges as possible to focus on integrated communication.  
The influence and bias of the organizing research team has to be
noted. The team consisted of three art/science researchers, and
two complex systems researchers. Of the art/science researchers,
two were artists and lecturers engaging with physical and digital
media. The third had a background in literature. The researchers
consisted of one researcher on social-ecological systems
scenarios. The other researcher focused on work in physiology
and ecology. The organizing team was therefore interdisciplinary
in the domain of art, though design backgrounds were missing.
The researchers lacked a pure social science perspective. These
biases matter because for the initial selection of 12 concepts, where
comparisons were difficult to make, the team of organizers used
its own judgment. 
The selection of the expert panels who evaluated 12 concepts from
this first selection was done to provide a range of disciplinary
perspectives. In addition, the experts where selected on five or
more years of high-quality work experience and interdisciplinarity.
The science panel consisted of a social scientist working on social-
ecological systems complexity at multiple organizational levels, a
social-ecological systems researcher focusing on interdisciplinary
communication, a researcher with a background in agro-
economics, and a geneticist working on micro-organism and
cancer. The communication panel consisted of a multimedia/web
designer and a software programmer, both experienced in
developing software for science communication, an interaction
designer working on multiactor communication systems, and a
journalist/anthropologist. 
Although the science panel reflects a range of disciplines, the
communication panel was somewhat biased toward virtual and
digital approaches. On reflection this bias reflects the bias of the
researchers toward digital communication methods, seeing most
potential there for upscaling.  
The 12 concepts were evaluated by both panels by their perceived
ability to deal with the mentioned design challenges. Additionally,
the science panel judged the concepts on their ability to overcome
the complexity challenges. The experts also used a 10-point rating
system, but on a likert scale (-5 for extremely good to +5 for
extremely bad). Experts were also able to comment on the
concepts they reviewed. These criteria were used to evaluate the
ability of the concepts to overcome the complexity challenges: 
1. The concept captures nonlinear system behavior. 
2. The concept captures feedbacks. 
3. The concept captures cross-scale dynamics. 
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4. The concept captures path-dependence. 
5. The concept communicates the value of multiple
perspectives on a system. 
6. The concept conveys how complex systems are characterized
by deep uncertainty. 
7. The concept facilitates the development of strategic
knowledge. 
Again, these criteria were not designed to be detailed, because of
the different natures of possible concepts. We also asked the panels
which audiences and contexts they thought each concept would
be most suitable for. 
Finally, the roles of those involved in the reporting of the
processes in this paper should also be noted. Aiming to make this
project a full art/science collaboration, the authors included the
organizers of the collaborative processes (artists and scientists)
but also the participants who generated the top eight concepts.
RESULTS
Overview
The 86 concepts produced in the workshop and course covered a
broad range of media. In the ArtScience/Media Technology
workshop, the majority of the ArtScience students focused on
dynamic visualizations, social media storytelling concepts, live
performances, and interactive group installations. The Media
Technology students focused on interactive, digital visualizations
and games. The Utrecht Arts Academy workshop produced
concepts covering a wider range of media, reflecting their more
diverse backgrounds. Both processes, however, produced a mix of
physical and virtual concepts. 
From both workshops, 51 concepts were seen as having strong
responses to one or more of the communication challenges.
Appendix 1 summarizes these ideas. 
Of the 12 selected concepts, 10 originated in the ArtScience/Media
Technology workshop, while 2 of the concepts from Utrecht Arts
Academy workshop were included in the final selection. A number
of concepts from this shorter workshop consisted of ideas that
were strong with regard to one or several communication
challenges. In the ArtScience/Media Technology workshop, the
concepts had more time to be realized. These concepts were seen
as responding to a wider range of challenges. Four concepts were
either judged weak or underdeveloped on most points by both
panels.  
The evaluations of the eight concepts described in the next
sections by the participants, the media panel, and science panel
on communication criteria are presented in Table 1. The
evaluations done by participants were based on a first round of
conceptualization where the concepts were still in a preliminary
form. Therefore, the comparability of participants’ evaluations
with the evaluations of the panels is somewhat limited. Also, a
different though comparable 10 point scale was used (1 to 10
versus -5 to +5). The evaluation of the eight concepts based on
complexity challenges by the science panel is presented in Table
2. The concept “Time Capsules” was added fairly late in the
ArtScience/Media Technology workshop, and was therefore not
selected through the above procedure but through a combined
preference of the participants and organizers when this concept was
discussed.
Game concepts
Organismus
A digital 3D organism building puzzle (Fig. 1) consisting of living
cells suspended in space that change shape and properties over time.
New cells appear and can be moved together by drag and drop with
a controller. The pieces rarely fit as they are, but experimentation
helps discover that they can adapt to each other depending on their
general shape and properties (different nourishment requirements,
adaptations) to temporarily form an organic colony. The
maintenance and growth of the colony yields points. However, this
colony has to survive in a contextual “soup” that provides limited
nourishment and challenges and opportunities (changes in the
suitability of the environment for the colony, or shocks) If  the
context changes too much for the cells to survive together, the organ
can fall apart. The player can prevent this by changing and adapting
the units.  
The player can create multiple units or colonies that remain available
and suspended in space and each have their own requirements and
adaptations. If  the player manages each unit well, he/she can
combine these colonies into an organism, where each colony
performs the function of a specialized organ, adding different
sources of nourishment and adaptation strategies to the organism.
On the organism level however, different change dynamics occur
both internally and in its environment and the organism has higher
requirements, which leads to different requirements on the
management of the player. Also, the player will be less likely to have
replacement elements at this level. On the upside, maintaining the
organism level yields much more points per second. Strategies have
to be revised constantly; different strategies apply on different levels.
There is no ultimate solution to the game.  
Participants rated Organismus very highly in all dimensions of
communication, and saw its ability to convey information as
exceptional. The media panel found this game lacking in
accessibility because of its challenging premise, but solidly
engaging, intuitive, and informative and possessing a good balance
between transparency and complexity. Science panel members
found this game to be informative, clear, and intuitive and found
this game to be particularly suited to communicate principles of
cross-level interactions and uncertainty. The game scored high in
terms of creating a strategic knowledge development experience but
low on making multiple perspectives available. Suitable contexts
were college-level education and online communication.
Levels of Life
The player plays a series of microgames that take place on different
biophysical levels, from the cellular level through individuals,
societies and ecosystems to the global level (Figs. 2 and 3). This
means managing gene replication, the survival of a cell, the
organization of an organ, an individual’s role in a community, the
community itself, and so on. The microgame goals and dynamics
are particular to the level, but dynamics that are universal to
complex adaptive systems should also stand out. This is pointed out
at the beginning of each microgame; the player is told how much
he/she can rely on experience from previous levels, and how much
will be new. On each level, the player has to deal with influences
playing out at other levels. The final goal of the game is to collect
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Fig. 1. Organismus, showing the conceptual versions of the colony and organism levels in the game space.
Suspended in a contextual “soup,” players can manipulate 3D cells that, if  similar enough, can be
assembled into colonies with specific adaptations to the context and nourishment requirements. The
maintenance and growth of colonies yields points. Multiple colonies can be maintained, and, if
compatible, combined as organs of a greater organism. This organism has more diverse strategies for
nourishment and adaptation to its context, but also requires more and more diverse resources, while
yielding more points. The context of colonies and organisms changes dynamically, bringing up more
challenges and opportunities for growth and combination. There is no end point to the game.
as much level linkages as possible, which are shown in a metamap
between the levels (see Fig. 2). The regular path through the game
is to move through the levels via different paths, but there are
many places where level jumps can be made. These scale jump
“bonus levels” show how cross-level influences are not just
between consecutive levels. Think of playing at a single cell stage,
and as a bonus getting to play a level where a bacterium becomes
a pandemic, seen as a kind of strategic game at the appropriate
level. See Figure 3 for examples of two bonus levels that link across
scales.  
The participants found this concept to be particularly strong on
accessibility and a balance of complexity and transparency. The
communication panel judged this game to be accessible and
engaging with a good approach to combining of complexity and
transparency. The complex systems science panel saw Levels of
Life as accessible and engaging and very informative,
communicating about scale interactions primarily but also on
path dependence, perspectives, and uncertainties. Both panels saw
the microgame structure as both positive in terms of learning
curve and negative in terms of freedom of gameplay. Suitable
contexts were secondary school, college, physical installations,
and online communication.
ChaosGolf
ChaosGolf is an online game of virtual, 3D mini golf, where the
player has to navigate a ball through a dynamic, moving landscape
that is symbolic for choices and challenges faced by a manager of
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Table 1. Evaluation of concepts using design criteria by the participants, the design panel, and the science panel. Each number 
represents a rating between -5 and +5, with -5 standing for “extremely bad” and +5 for “extremely good.” Those in bold highlight 
values that are in the highest quadrant (+2.5 or higher). No values are in the lowest quadrant (-2.5 or lower). The participants 
evaluated preliminary versions of each concept. Time Capsules did not exist at the time of the preliminary versions of the other 
concepts. 
 
 
  Accessibility Engagement Information Complexity/ 
Transparency 
Clarity Intuitive 
Design 
 Participants 
(preliminary 
version) 
Organismus 3.0 2.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Levels of Life 3.0 2.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 
Spaceship Earth 2.7 2.7 3.3 1.7 2.3 4.0 
 ChaosGolf 3.3 0.3 2.6 2.3 2.3 3.3 
 Ouija Drawing 1.0 2.3 2.3 1.8 2.5 3.3 
 Breathing 
Feedbacks 
2.7 0.3 3.3 1.0 3.0 2.3 
 Time Capsules - - - - - - 
 Indicators 2.7 0.3 1.7 3.3 1.3 3.3 
Media 
Panel 
Organismus 1.2 1.1 0.8 1.4 1.2 1.6 
Levels of Life 1.5 2.8 1.8 3.8 2.5 3.8 
 Spaceship Earth 1.8 3 2.3 2 2.7 3 
 ChaosGolf 3 1.3 0.8 3.5 2.3 3.3 
 Ouija Drawing 4 3.5 0 3 2.3 2 
 Breathing 
Feedbacks 
2.8 3.8 -1 1.3 2.8 3 
 Time Capsules 3 4.5 1.8 2 -0.8 1 
 Indicators 1.3 4.3 3 3 1.3 3.3 
Science 
Panel 
Organismus 0.8 2.5 2.3 1.3 2 2.5 
Levels of Life 2.5 2 3.8 1.8 2 2.8 
 Spaceship Earth 1.3 3.3 4.5 1.3 3.3 2.8 
 ChaosGolf 3.9 1.9 1.4 2.2 2.2 2.9 
 Ouija Drawing 4.5 3.5 2 3.8 3 4 
 Breathing 
Feedbacks 
4.3 2 1.5 4.3 3.8 4.5 
 Time Capsules 3.7 4.1 1.8 1.8 3.4 3.3 
 Indicators 1 2 1.3 4 3 1 
 
 
Table 2. Evaluation of concepts using complexity criteria by the science panel. Each number represents a rating between -5 and 
+5, with -5 standing for “extremely bad” and +5 for “extremely good.” Those in bold highlight values that are in the highest 
quadrant (+2.5 or higher) or in the lowest quadrant (-2.5 or lower). 
 
 
 Nonlinearity Feedbacks Scale 
Dynamics 
Path-
Dependence 
Multiple 
Perspectives 
Uncertainty Strategic 
Knowledge 
 ChaosGolf 1.2 1.1 -2 1.8 -0.4 2.1 0.6 
Spaceship 
Earth 
2.5 2.5 0.3 0.8 -0.8 0.8 0.3 
Organismus 0.5 1 1.5 1.5 -0.3 1.8 2.3 
Levels of Life 2 2 4.8 1.8 2.3 2.3 1 
Ouija Drawing 1 2.8 -3 1.8 0 2.5 0.3 
Breathing 
Feedbacks 
1.3 2 -2.5 -2.8 -2.5 -2.8 -3 
Indicators -0.8 0 -2 0 -0.5 1.3 -0.3 
Time Capsules 0.5 1.8 -0.5 1.3 3 1.3 -1.3 
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Fig. 2. Levels of Life, a map showing the various microgame
levels that make up the game. The player can progress linearly
through game levels, but also discover “bonus” levels that each
offer a combined perspective of phenomena playing out across
system levels, such as migration, epidemics, and emissions. The
aim of the game is to finish all the levels.
Fig. 3. Two simplified examples of microgames in Levels of
Life representing bonus cross-level interactions. In one, the
player takes the perspective of a single animal that has to
migrate along with its favorable conditions across a continent,
in a side-scrolling minigame. In another, the player plays a
micro-organism that attempts to spread across a number of
host communities, in a simple 3D strategy game.
nature-society interactions (Fig. 4). The ball represents the state
of the system that is managed, the club represents the
management tool, putts represent actions, and the landscape
represents the evolving field of opportunities and difficulties faced
by the manager. This landscape changes dynamically while the
game is played, in all dimensions, including the positions of the
targets (holes). Club, ball, and landscape all respond to each
Fig. 4. ChaosGolf. The player plays minigolf  in a continually
changing landscape, where slopes and targets shift. Playing in
the landscape is a metaphor for adaptive management: not only
the landscape (conditions) shifts, the ball (management object)
and the club (management tool) can also change properties. All
of these elements are additionally linked. The figure shows two
snapshots of the landscape, club and ball changing.
other’s changes, as management tools, the managed entity and its
context would. An idea to link this abstract representation to real
issues is for the game to be framed by a context that explains in
what ways the hole the player is playing represents a certain case
or scenario. A level editor can allow participants to design their
own levels to reflect certain cases or scenarios. The ball changes
in shape and properties to reflect change of the subject or agent
itself.  
The preliminary evaluation by the participants found ChaosGolf
to be particularly strong on accessibility and intuitive design.
Media panel experts found this game to be accessible, intuitive,
with a good balance between transparency and complexity. Their
criticism was that the gameplay was not directly involved with the
management of uncertainty, but rather with navigating it. Science
panel members gave this game a good evaluation in terms of
clarity and engagement criteria. They found its communication
of complex systems characteristics to be mostly focused on
nonlinearity, path dependence, and uncertainty. Suitable contexts
were high-school education and online.
Spaceship Earth
Spaceship Earth is a scenario storytelling game, using a global
perspective where the player “pilots” the planet. A moving globe
(Fig. 5) is located within a tension field of axes that represent the
different ways in which alternate global futures are polarized in
scenario assessments: proactive world vs. reactive world,
globalization vs. localization, economy first vs. environment first,
and so on. The player starts out with quantities of several different
types of capital, financial capital, social capital, knowledge
capital, etc., that can be used to “steer” the world toward one
variable or another. Different transitions will cost different ratios
of these credits (see Fig. 5). The world itself  will mirror the state
it is in, depending on its position, through a storyline told on its
surface. The globe is also the place where (impending) disasters
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or rapid positive developments can be seen. These developments
will be consistent with the kind of world the player has steered
toward at that moment: a strongly localized world will have
problems with issues on the global level, whereas a strongly
globalized world has to deal with the consequences of global
governance schemes that are insensitive to the local scale. In this
game, the player creates his/her own global future but it is not
static, and players have to deal with the consequences of their
choices. They also get a sense of the costs and challenges of
making global transitions along these dimensions. The game can
feature a large collection of different axes or “scenario sets” so
that players can experiments with different sets of futures and
their consequences. Further expansions can also vary the sets of
resources used in the game.
Fig. 5. Simplified example of basic Spaceship Earth elements.
Navigating the world through different global change
challenges can be done by navigating to a different future (in
this case inspired by the Millennium Assessment scenarios
(Millennium Ecosystems Assessment 2005), but such a
transition has costs, in this example in terms of different types
of capital that are either available or are to be used to deal with
emerging issues. Issues and changes are highlighted on the
surface of the planet. The figure shows snapshots of the planet
moving toward a globalized, environment-first future and an
example of a consequence of this shift.
The participants rated Spaceship Earth highly overall, but
particularly in its ability to convey information and its intuitive
design. The communication panel members appreciated this game
for its accessibility, engagement, and clarity. Members of the
science panel judged this game concept to be highly informative,
clear, engaging, and intuitive. They saw its main communication
being on nonlinearity and feedbacks, with cross-level issues and
perspectives not being prominent. Suitable contexts were high-
school, college, and online.
Group interaction concepts
Ouija drawing
A group of people sit around a table or on the floor, in a circle
(Figs. 6 and 7). They are all connected at the wrist by a circular
structure of connectors, so the movements of each person affect
the movements of the others and vice versa. Each of them is given
a pen and paper to draw objects. The individual drawing patterns
represent local variability and agency, while the structure and
properties of the connectors represent network structure as well
as constraints (biophysical, institutional) on the nature of
interactions. The group can be given different drawing
assignments to reflect different system dynamics, for example:  
. One person draws an object or person, and the other
participants let their pens follow whatever movements are
passed on by the drawing actions of the “principal drawer.”
The result of this is a degrading similarity between the
drawings because their creators are in positions further away
from the principal drawer. This assignment can represent
the changing character of the impact of a single local process
throughout a system. 
. Each person draws the object or person individually,
creating an interplay of effects and feedbacks between the
participants, with different people alternatively leading and
responding to the movements in the process. This
assignment can represent a dynamic interplay between local
processes or network agents, and the feedbacks that result
from this. 
. All participants hold their pens still on the paper, allowing
the “system noise,” i.e., involuntary movements in the body,
a changing balance between participants and other effects,
to appear on paper, and feedback throughout the system. 
This concept needed a lot of fleshing out after the first round of
conceptualization and participants rated it moderately in
accessibility and engagement, though they praised its intuitive
design. By contrast, the media panel experts also saw the final
version of this concept as very accessible, engaging, and clear but
did not believe it was highly informative. The science panel also
awarded the final version of this concept with a highly positive
evaluation in terms of accessibility, engagement, information,
combining transparency, and complexity, and intuitiveness. They
saw it as mainly communicating about feedbacks, nonlinearity,
and uncertainty. Suitable contexts were secondary school, college,
workshops, and physical installations.
Breathing feedbacks
A group of people has to do a short physical exercise, like walking
up and down some stairs, to speed up their breathing. Then, they
are brought to a room where multiple microphones have been
installed (Figs. 8 and 9). Each individual does nothing but breathe
into a microphone. The sound of the group’s breathing is
amplified throughout the room, providing auditory representation
of individual and group feedback on the breathing. In the
beginning, the breathing is chaotic and asynchronous, but after
some time, people unconsciously sync up. This exercise works as
a bodily felt metaphor for a complex adaptive system, like an
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Fig. 6. Oujia Drawing. The Ouija Drawing setup is being
prepared using a round piece of paper and a structure to
connect participants’ movements.
Fig. 7. Breathing Feedbacks: a successful trial run.
Without conscious effort, participants’ breaths
synchronize in response to hearing the collective
breathing over the speakers.
ecosystem or a society, transitioning from a state of relative chaos
to a state of relative equilibrium and synchronicity, because of
system agents syncing up. Also, the breath is a bodily function
that can switch between unconsciousness and conscious control,
which extends the metaphor into the subject of adaptive
management. The sound is recorded and analyzed and discussed
further.  
The participants rated the preliminary version of breathing
feedbacks highly on information and clarity, though rather low
on engagement. By contrast, the media panel thought the final
version of this concept was very engaging, accessible, and clear,
but not strong in terms of the amount of information
communicated. This concept was judged by the science panel to
be very highly accessible, offering a great combination of
transparency and maintaining the complexity that makes it very
Fig. 8. Breathing Feedbacks. Participants are asked
to breathe into microphones, connected to speakers
and a computer that analyses breathing patterns,
after having done some exercise to get their
breathing active.
Fig. 9. Ouija Drawing. Participants conducting an Ouija
Drawing exercise, each with their own pen, connected to each
other through the metal structure and elastic strings around
their hands. The structure and the elastic strings let each
movement be communicated to and affected by the movements
of others..
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Fig. 10. Time Capsules storyline placed online on Facebook, showing (Dutch) individual reactions to the
metastory (documents found on the tram by unknown author detailing a highly unusual world view that is the
extreme opposite of complex systems thinking) as if  it is true.
clear and intuitive. A criticism was that it focuses almost
exclusively on nonlinearity and feedbacks. Suitable contexts were
high school, college, workshops, and possibly online.
Social media storytelling
Time Capsules
A fake set of documents (Fig. 10) is created and promoted as real;
these documents appear to be a vision of the future of a seemingly
deranged individual, who has a very rigid, one-dimensional
perspective of the world, history, and the future. The document
makes this person appear to be insane, and engages the reader,
who thinks the document is real, to consider his/her own
perspectives on the change of societal and natural systems
through time. The document was presented in a group context as
well as dispersed over the internet, where the illusion that it was
real was maintained. There are two principles at the basis of this
concept: presenting fabricated information as real, and eliciting
the desired response by presenting the opposite perspective. The
illusion of reality can make for an interaction with the concept
that has very little framing, and can therefore be more direct and
outside of a person’s expectations. The presentation of a
perspective that is so obviously extreme in its static, peculiar
dogmatism can elicit an opposite response. This combination of
techniques makes this concept into a “scenario storytelling”
exercise in a very different mode than is usual.  
The Time Capsule concept was developed near the end of the
ArtScience course and was therefore not reviewed by participants
in the preliminary evaluation round. Both the media and science
panels rated this concept highly on accessibility, very highly on
engagement, but neither group found the idea particularly
informative or transparent, because of its indirect way of
communication. The science panel did not think the concept
communicated specific features of complexity particularly well.
Suitable contexts were high school, college, workshops, and
online.
Indicators
The concept is a series of YouTube videos that shows a person
bragging about his capacity to capture the gist of a language in
30 minutes sufficiently to talk and understand native speakers. He
then demonstrates his method over a series of videos: a simple,
box-relationship model that summarizes a handful of key words
and relationships/grammar. This person proceeds to interact with
different people using his model of the languages, and the video
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subtitles show him failing miserably and comically. The video then
goes on to show how governments, companies, etc., develop
indicators for ecosystem health, etc., building on the metaphor
of what is left out in language. Examples from a preliminary
version of this concept, in which the participant is shown
attempting to learn and use all languages spoken by the diverse
group of course participants in a matter of days, have again been
made available online at: http://www.youtube.com/user/
EstherDavita?feature=watch. 
Participants found Indicators to be intuitive and informative as
a preliminary concept. The media panel members were divided
about the accessibility of this concept, but otherwise rated it
positively on all fronts. The science panel was divided but mostly
positive about the accessibility of this concept, but all found it to
be engaging and informative. They saw it as mostly
communicating on the limits of knowledge. Suitable contexts were
high school, college, workshops, and online.
DISCUSSION
Overview
Most of the 51 concepts ranked highly by participants and
summarized in the overview (Appendix 1) were not selected
because they were underdeveloped. However, the quantity and
diversity of ideas captured demonstrates the potential of the
collaboration between complex systems scientists and interactive
media designers and artists. Furthermore, the range of media and
genres proposed for these concepts widens the perspectives and
options that could be taken into consideration for the
communication of complexity in social-ecological systems.
Practical feasibility was a criterion that has not been included in
the challenges. However, based on conversations it was an implicit
consideration in the evaluations of the participants and the expert
panels, which will be discussed.  
A dominance of virtual rather than physical concepts in the final
selection points to the organizers’ and panels’ bias toward virtual
concepts noted in the methods section. This moderate preference
for virtual concepts was based on the assumption that these
provide better potential for up-scaling of the use of such concepts.
However, the use of digital interactive media presumes access to
such media that may not be available globally (DiMaggio et al.
2001, Fuchs and Horak 2008, Brännström 2012). Easily
reproducible physical interaction concepts (Oujia Drawing) might
be better to achieve scale in such conditions. The Time Capsules
and Indicators concepts are not bound to their formats and can
be reproduced as nondigital storytelling on paper or through a
play.  
Another bias of our selection approach was toward
straightforward, explicit communication. Most of those concepts
that interpreted systems complexity in an associative way, while
perceived by participants and organizers as original and engaging,
did not make the final selection. The Time Capsules and
Indicators concepts were exceptions that provided associative
communication while still fulfilling these criteria.
Game concepts
Organismus received the strongest value of the four concepts for
its ability to generate strategic knowledge. The very different
“network of microgames” approach of Levels of Life is a real
strength in the eyes of both panels and the participants in terms of
accessibility and engagement. It allows for the game to deal well
with cross-level interactions. ChaosGolf was rated highly on design
challenges by participants and panels but because the player
navigates, rather than deals with, the dynamic landscape, the game
goals are not intricately tied up with the challenges of complex
systems. At once problematic and a strong point of Spaceship Earth
is its focus on a single (global) level: it largely ignores cross-level
interactions, but paradoxically allows for consciousness of the
global integration of system changes.  
Organismus with its intuitive design and frantic gameplay could be
useful as a tool to teach about complex systems in a wide range of
educational settings. As an educational tool, Levels of Life also
shows much potential because of its piece-by-piece approach,
learning curve design, focus on specific cases, and explicit emphasis
on cross-scale interactions. ChaosGolf could quickly introduce a
sense of dynamic system equilibria and changing contexts in an
intuitive and engaging way. Spaceship Earth aims to develop
understanding of the challenges of global governance, and of
future uncertainties (scenarios).  
In terms of feasibility, Organismus does not depend on powerful
graphic design; however, the game mechanics are very complex,
especially because of the nearly unlimited outcomes, and would
require expertise, not so much in terms of manpower but in terms
of knowledge and experience, to develop. Levels of Life is less
challenging because of its microgame structure. However, there
would be a large amount of content and designing to produce. A
solution posed by one of the communication experts is to approach
this game as an open-source project. ChaosGolf would not need
to look spectacular, but instead rely on game-play for its
engagement. As a web-based casual game, its game dynamics can
be fairly easy to develop. Spaceship Earth could be fairly simple to
design if  it used relatively few variables and rigid categories of
information tables for its scenario combinations. 
The four games from the workshops show the potential of serious
games to capture systems complexity in intuitive, engaging ways.
In these qualities, the games have few precedents. The biggest
drawback of all of these games is their lack of focus on capturing
the perspectives and contributions of their players. A related gap
in these games is the social, multiplayer element. In terms of
feasibility they follow the trend of web-based casual games that are
often developed by a few experts (Ossmann and Miesenberger
2010).  
Previous serious gaming efforts to capture social-ecological
complexity include BBC Climate Challenge (http://www.bbc.co.uk/
sn/hottopics/climatechange/climate_challenge/ 2007) and Fate of
the World (http://fateoftheworld.net/). The successes of these
games give additional credibility to the assertion that games such
as those proposed in this study, different as their premises might
be, can be feasible because they follow similar design principles.
Examples outside serious gaming include Spore (http://www.spore.
com), which allows players to develop their own organisms, tribes,
nations, and interstellar civilizations from the ground up in a way
that bears similarities to Levels of Life, From Dust (http://
fromdustgame.com/), which features geophysical modeling that
can be manipulated by players, or StarCraft 2 (http://eu.blizzard.
com/en-gb/games/hots/), which allows for intense, dynamic
interactions between multiple players and computer agents. Games
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Table 3. Recommendations for the development of serious games, physical group interaction concepts, and social media storytelling
for the communication of social-ecological systems complexity, including references.
 
Key recommendations for
serious games
Key recommendations for physical group
interaction concepts
Key recommendations for social media
storytelling
1. Focus on the potential of serious games
that focus directly on the communication of
complex systems characteristics to generate
strategic knowledge (Hmelo-Silver and
Azevedo 2006).
1. Focus on ways to upscale the benefits of
group-oriented concepts. (Resnick and Wilensky
1998).
1. Use the power of social media, e.g., Facebook,
to connect people to their content through mass
interpersonal persuasion processes (Kim et al.
2008, Wilkinson and Ramirez 2010).
2. Use the learning curve used in
commercial games to manage the tension
between oversimplifying and overloading
content (Squire 2008, Parker 2010).
2. Use group interactions to represent a full
range of complex systems characteristics,
including cross-level interactions (Resnick and
Wilensky 1998, Mennin 2007, Wilkinson and
Eidinow 2008).
2. Get people involved over longer periods of time
to create a sense of living with complex systems in
their own lives (Wilkinson 2009).
3. Build on the potential of complex systems
simulations to provide an engaging mix of
structure and dynamism, of the controllable,
and the uncontrollable (Cowley et al. 2008).
3. Develop an index and instruction manual of
available group concepts that could be applied to
communicate different systems characteristics
and subjects in various contexts.
3. Stimulate participants to write, film, and create
different artifacts on the theme of the interaction
(World Without Oil: http://www.worldwithoutoil.
org/).
4. Build on the increasing popularity and
available technology for open-endedness in
games (Sefton 2008; H. Jenkins, unpublished
manuscript, http://henryjenkins.org/2007/12/
gambit.html).
4. Discuss and emphasize the commonalities and
differences between different perspectives in the
group exercises. (Resnick and Wilensky 1998,
Cartwright 1999, Mennin 2007).
5. Focus on multiplayer interactions (van
Bilsen et al. 2010).
6. Use developments in user content
creation, from characters to storylines to
worlds to game modes, to allow participants
to create and share their own visions within
the game (Rieber 1996, Edge Staff  2007;
Blizzard Entertainment: http://eu.blizzard.
com/en-gb/; From Dust: http://
fromdustgame.com/; NationStates: http://
www.nationstates.net/; Spore: http://www.
spore.com).
such as Spore, From Dust, and StarCraft 2 additionally allow for
user-generated and modified content based on physical and
geographical models. Table 3 summarizes avenues for future
research and development of games that emerged from this
research.
Interactive group concepts
The science and media panels disagreed about the amount of
information that could be conveyed with Ouija Drawing, though
it received high ratings otherwise. We believe this depends on
paying attention to what information guides the exercise. In terms
of the complex systems criteria, the science panel saw a problem
with the communication of scales and multiple perspectives. We
as the authors would like to argue that cross-level dynamics can
be recognized in the exercise, represented by the constraints of
the group structure. Concerning Breathing Feedbacks, the panels
disagreed again about the amount of information communicated
in contrast to high ratings for other indicators. Again, this could
be considered a question of guiding information to explain
implications of the interaction. Ouija Drawing can be used in
educational or workshop settings as an engaging and direct
intervention to quickly give a sense of the role of feedbacks and
nonlinearity in complex systems; participants literally “step into
the system.” Both physical concepts have the benefit of utilizing
a haptic or embodied mode of knowledge generation to explore
system dynamics, instead of disembodied, purely cognitive
learning (Nash 2000, Picart 2002, Crang 2003). Ouija Drawing
could easily be used in a range of settings, as long as these settings
are physical. The need for the right electronic equipment makes
the Breathing Feedbacks concept more difficult to implement.  
The use of interactive group concepts for the communication of
complexity has some precedence (Resnick and Wilensky 1998,
Cartwright 1999). However, the ways groups were used in the
concepts in this workshop bring up new ways to embody complex
systems dynamics that warrant future exploration. Their
advantages lie in how practically and engagingly they create
intuitive understanding of systems dynamics by using the human
body and mental processes in group settings. A potential
disadvantage lies in the fact that they do not scale up as easily as
for instance web-based games do, at least not in the sense of
instant playability when computers and internet are available.
Indeed, Breathing Feedbacks requires considerable physical
technology. Ouija Drawing, however, is easily replicable with very
little resources, making it scalable where digital concepts would
not be possible (Fuchs and Horak 2008). Table 3 presents the
recommendations for physical group interaction concepts.
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Social media storytelling
The high values given to Time Capsules by both panels in terms
of both accessibility and engagement have a lot to do with its
flexible format (online, physical) and its intriguing premise. The
strength of the concept is based in two ideas: presenting fictional
information as if  it is real, and using a reverse message to convey
the communication. The drawback of this approach is that it is
associative and can be problematic in its clarity. The
communication panel commented that much of the impact of this
concept relies on later framing of the lessons learned. The
complexity panel saw Indicators as being somewhat indirect, but
communication panel praised it for its ability to translate the
complex concept of uncertainty and lack of knowledge to an
understandable metaphor. This reflects the participants’ opinion
of the preliminary version. However, in communicating a main
idea rather than displaying system dynamics as some concepts in
previous categories, Indicators was not evaluated as able to
capture many aspects of complex systems well, apart from an
understanding of uncertainty. Time Capsules, Indicators, and
similar concepts have potential in providing a reframe or a wake-
up call in a range of educational and organizational settings. Their
viral quality allows it to potentially upscale their impact (Bodin
et al. 2006). Because both projects have already been tested online
and elicited the responses that were aimed for, feasibility is not an
issue. Table 3 summarizes recommendations for social media
storytelling.
Untapped potential: collaboration between social-ecological
systems scientists and designers and artists
The Utrecht Arts Academy workshop was a single day session
with a large number of participants. This workshop generated
ideas that showed much potential, but participants lacked the time
to fully shape these ideas. In the ArtScience/ Media Technology
workshop, there were less participants, but there was much more
time to develop the concepts. However, despite this large
difference in time, two concepts from the single day workshop still
made it to the final selection. 
Our conclusion is that although more limited, a shorter workshop
can bring up a broad range of ideas. This is useful when the time
frame for collaboration is in fact limited, for instance, when a large
group of researchers and high-level designers and artists can be
brought together for a single occasion.  
Both formats asked for communication concepts rather than
necessarily finished products. This meant that no marked
differences were observed in the types of concepts (such as virtual
versus physical) that were proposed; concepts were essentially a
result of the backgrounds of participants, which were highly
diverse.  
We as the authors propose that in addition to having had more
time, those involved in the ArtScience/Media Technology
program were able to generate the most useful concepts because
they were already undergoing a training that included the
reflections of art and science on one another. We see the education
of hybrid artists/scientists as a crucial requirement for the
emergence of communication strategies that create public
engagement with and understanding of social-ecological change.  
A fundamental design choice was the view that a single concept
should be able to deal with most or all of the challenges of
communicating about complex systems the researchers posed. An
alternative approach could be to focus on single challenges and aim
for a toolbox instead, though this does not acknowledge the
interconnectedness of such concepts. Also, our use of a set list of
criteria can have limited our evaluation of the concepts by using a
single frame on a wide variety of ideas rather than grounded theory
(Isenberg et al. 2008). 
Another design choice was that complex systems science was
presented to artists and designers. Other formats can be considered,
such as putting complex systems science students together. Another
approach would be to have the evaluation be user-driven when
testable concepts can be produced online or in physical spaces to
interact with potential users in an iterative fashion, broadening
concepts of “useful” beyond expert opinion. This could focus on
inspiring communities of interactive media designers and artists to
join long-term, collaborative projects (e.g., Cape Farewell http://
www.capefarewell.com/home.html, or Tipping Point http://www.
tippingpoint.org.uk/).  
Our results demonstrate that there are many affinities between
modes of communication in interactive media and art and in
complex systems science. Art is appreciative of complexity and
uncertainty and has the ability to convey understanding on an
analytic level as well as through experience. Aesthetic appreciation
has its own type of rationality that warrants more exploration in
the context of complex systems communication (Isenegger et al.
2005, Law and Van Schaik 2010, Ramírez and Ravetz 2011). Criteria
such as those in this paper may still be too limited to value concepts
that use such aesthetic rationality.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we started with the premise that interactive media
designers and artists can contribute new perspectives and ideas to
generate societal engagement with and understanding of
complexity in social-ecological systems. Design concepts developed
in collaborative workshops yielded top concepts that were highly
diverse but proved engaging, accessible, intuitive, and able to
combine challenges of complexity. None of these concepts have
much precedence in science communication. 
Overall, the concepts had the most difficulty with capturing scale
interactions, and they provided little opportunities for the
contribution of participants’ perspectives. The digital concepts had
a high potential for scaling up learning, experimentation, and
interaction, but a high dependency on access to technology. The
physical concept Ouija Drawing, by contrast, had high potential for
replication where less technology is available, and both group
concepts had high potential for haptic learning. The concepts could
be used in education, workshops, and online platforms to help
facilitate shifts in understanding from linear, central models of
understanding to complexity-based understanding.  
Though the physical group concepts and social media storytelling
concepts were actualized and the games stayed in the conceptual
phase, the feasibility of developing these game concepts is fairly
high. The evaluation of the games has remained hypothetical,
however, which is a limit of this study.  
The workshop outcomes in this study demonstrate the value and
potential of interdisciplinary exchange and education that
combines science, art, and design. It provides one approach for such
exchange, but other, more horizontal, iterative, and user-oriented
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approaches are yet to be explored. Such collaborations could
produce communities of interdisciplinary innovators that could
help overcome the limits of societal communication on social-
ecological systems change.
Responses to this article can be read online at: 
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/6613
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Appendix 1. Overview of workshop concepts  
 
Table A1. Workshop concepts that were evaluated as being able to take on one or more of the 
communication challenges as framed by the criteria in the paper, organized by media formats, 
ranked by number of concepts in each category, and distinguished between digital and/or 
physical media. Concepts with an asterisk * are the concepts discussed in the paper.  
Number 
of 
concepts 
in 
category 
Concept category Concepts Digital or 
physical 
5 Interactive 
visuals (5) 
1.Show cross-scale change through self-
similar fractals. 2. Show sensitivity to 
initial conditions through chains of effects. 
3. Show path dependence of the timing of 
interventions. 
Digital 
5 Physical 
installation (5) 
1. Start with an object interacting in a set 
space, then break through that space to a 
more complex, open environment. 2.  
Create visual storylines that display the 
evolution of ideas through reinterpretation 
by participants. 3. Use moving light 
profiles programmed to exhibit edge-of-
chaos-behaviour. 4. Create a  walking 
machine producing cascading effects. 5 
Create moving wall furniture that allows 
users to play with feedbacks. 
Physical 
4 Serious games 
(4) 
1. Organismus: the adaptive constructing of 
organisms*. 2. Spaceship Earth: "Steering" 
the planet across scenario axes*. 3. 
ChaosGolf: Playing with the dynamics of a 
stability landscape*. 4. Levels of Life: A 
complex of micro-games moving across 
scales*.  
Digital 
4 Dynamic 
network 
visualization (4) 
1. Develop storylines through a 
dynamically changing network. 2. 
Visualise worldwide communication 
patterns. 3. Visualise long-term effects of 
actions passing through networks. 
Digital 
i  f rkshop concepts.     
4 Role playing (4) 1. Switch identities for a time to experience 
different perspectives. 2. Hide individual 
fields of expertise to reframe identities and 
the value of knowledge. 3. Re-describe 
reality by creating a new language with a 
group that captures complex system 
dynamics differently. 4. Do as much tasks 
as possible in a short time to re-experience 
the relationship between knowledge and 
action under uncertainty.  
Physical 
3 System dynamic 
modelling 
visualization (3) 
1. Visualize different interacting rhythms in 
a system dynamic model. 2. Create system 
transformation in a dynamic model and 
mark qualitatively different phases.  
Digital 
3 Posters, single 
images (3) 
1. Use 3d posters to combine different 
system perspectives. 2. Use simple, 
shocking anthropomorphising metaphors. 
3. Play with perspectives by linking strong 
emotions to neutral content and vice versa.  
Physical/digital 
3 Sculptures (3) 1. Create a sculpture that shows a transition 
from early life to man through qualitatively 
different forms of complex systems, using 
different materials.  2. Create an embedded, 
multi-level version of the mythological 
Atlas carrying the world. 
Physical 
3 Video, 
animation, 
documentary (3) 
1. Use language as metaphor for 
complexity and the limits of knowledge in 
a short film. 2. Visualize different would-
have-beens to illustrate path dependency in 
a short film. 3. Capture the complexity of 
production and consumption chains 
through multiple branching storylines. 
Digital 
3 Use existing 
environments and 
infrastructure (3) 
1. Hide ambiguous messages pointing to 
unknown locations and events in formal 
information infrastructure. 2. Cause 
periodic or unpredictable disturbances in a 
given environment to use those present as 
responding systems. 3. Reframe the 
physical environment by showing it 
through a multi-level perspective.  
Physical 
2 Cross-modal 
perception (2) 
1. Use different senses to capture 
consistencies and incongruities between 
system perspectives. 2. Remove specific 
senses to reframe the environment. 
Digital/physical 
2 Physical group 
interaction (2) 
1. Ouija drawing: set up a system for 
connected group drawing to explore 
feedbacks* 2. Breathing Feedbacks: use 
amplification of breathing in a group to 
explore feedbacks, equilibrium and 
instability*. 
Digital 
3 Social media 
storytelling (2) 
1.Time Capsules: Present fictional material 
as real and create viral storytelling *. 2.  
Time Capsules: Use the opposite of your 
message to elicit implicit knowledge*.  3. 
Indicators: use language as a metaphor* 
Digital 
1 Physical game 1. Create a false sense of order in a system 
with labels that hide underlying complex 
dynamics. 
Physical 
1 Agent-based 
model 
1. Create multi-scale nested agent based 
models. 
Digital 
1 Comic 1. Create a path dependence comic with 
different storylines spiralling outward. 2. 
Create a coming on a multi-scale timeline 
that shows cross-scale interactions.  
Physical 
1 Autobiography 1. Create an autobiography that follows as 
many storylines of what could have 
happened as possible.  
Physical 
1 Store 
presentation of 
products 
1. Combine the physical setup of in-store 
product presentation with multi-media to 
show a range of aspects of the development 
of the product/food. 
Physical 
1 Music 1. Use music to link the interplay of 
processes with a sense of uncertainty. 
Physical 
1 Elementary 
school education 
1. Start teaching young children how to 
cultivate their skills of perception, attention 
and observation 
Physical 
